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fMMicej off My geiaSlpiidy Without - Start zman
high and vacations are not always
Committee ' was - formed to
possible, ; by taking .over their ..examine the future of Hygeia Hall
m the event of Dr. Startzman s
practice for a month.-:
The administration appears to : resignation. . They came up with '
be less enthused about her the following .options: 1) .to;
possible departure. Bill Baird,
continue , the , same kind of '
program; 2) to have a
of - Academic
e
Affairs, feels that she has- - had doctor with
nurses; 3) to
"more contact with more students'" arrange that students find their
than anyone else on campus." .own medical care, with some
Eighteen months ago, a Study assistance from the college; and 4)
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to the
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ingredient missing
then College. Dr. Viola
Startzman. head of Hyceia Hall, is
now in the process of considering
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Actually finding a physician,
however, may prove to be difficult:
Baird describes Dr. Startzman as
being "irreplaceable," and her
record at Hygeia proves it. The job
years ago
, that began twenty-twas one consisting of about one
hour a day, five days a week, has
grown to a
position which
now involves seeing as many as
one hundred students a day. The
" number of outpatient visits for the
month of October was 2,164, and
the inpatients usually number
anywhere from five to twenty. In
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retirement with some pleasure as
Her plans include making her
home in New Hampshire, where
she and her husband, an internist
'at the Wooster Clinic who is also
well.
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years, may be leaving the College
Or. Viola Startzman, head of Hygeia Hall for the past twenty-tw- o
of Wooster after the current academic year ends yet a replacement has not been named. Photo
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subject, of much concern on
campus. In response ; to" this
concern, President Cope land
explains that at the end of the year
we may nave a oaiancea ouagei
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'schools: address only operating
"expenses and are not prepared
when, say, a building burns down?
with funds to cover iL The College,
Copeland explains,: has set up
"educational reserve funds'' which
are primarily made up of gifts. "At
UK taiu ui uk yecu, wc wiu uae
them through gifts to cover the
deficit." assures CoDeland. . The deficit has come out of the

.
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eighteen-year-old- s

that is, fewer
northeast region
students will be attending college.
Wooster must remain selective in

their admissions policy. Copeland
is anticipating this future and is

cont'd, on pg. 2

funding, and the absense of aher- - nual cost surveys in 1969, when
the median total undergraduate
native revenue sources. . .
schools, though, charge was $1297 per year for
- Twenty-fou- r
residents, and $1910. for nonmanaged to resist increasing stumedian
residents. In 1978-79- ,
dent charges this year.
The NASULGC started its an- pg.
2
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1972Congress enacted a law
Title IX of the Education
Amendments Act of 1972) that
warned colleges and universities
that they'd lose their federal
contracts if they didn't stop
.

(NASULGQ study of more than
colleges. The in1000 four-yecreases, moreover, are about a full
percentage point over the inflation
rate from July, 1977 to Jury, 197a '
Nevertheless, half of the schools
surveyed called inflation the mayor
cause of the student charges
increases. A third of the respond- ents said the increases were need--.
ed to- - maintain program quality,
and the rest cited added staff and
faculty salaries, inadequate state

.

discriminating ' against women.'
Most institutions replied that they
would need a period of adjustment
to bring iheir programs into
compliance with the law.. As a
result, the colleges were granted
timed waivers. The government,
for example, save American
until Jury
schools three, years

'
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many

jssues, .but "MD

Startzman, whom he terms "a rare
,. ,
phenomenon."
Dr. Startzman hopes that
Hygeia will go on. Although she
feels that the staff will take over
and do very weC, she also
contends that there will be a
definite need for some kind of
physician arrangement, as some of
the students have "major medical
problems." The staff can handle

consultation and ability must be at
hand." She feels that Hygeia h an '
esseniuu pari ui uk cuihc,- cukj
'one which "gets involved with
quite a few programs," such as
Myers House, RA. training.
-

Forum Discussions, and

dormitory programs. Hygeia has
proven to be more than just a'
regulated hospital and medical
business. Dr. Startzman feels that
she and her staff "have tried to
help students with their own ,
illnesses, and hopefully have
helped them with their education
-

as weB."
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response to the fact that by 1992,
there will be 33 percent fewer

arid Inees Increase

and ; other student
r
. charges at the nation's
colleges and universities for the
1978-7session are 7.8 percent
higher than the same charges last '
school : year. - Those - charges
include tuition, required fees, and
room and board.
-- Tuition

That's the finding of a National
Association: of State Universities

appro ximaieiy us sruoenn wno
were expected to be here this fall
never showed. Copeland cites this
."new and unexpected", upper
ciass aiuTuon
uk iiuxui iuuui
for the deficit and explains that this
is not uncommon these days.
Many J upper classmen leave
midstream because of academic
pressures, career decisions, etc. ;
The other reason for the coSege's
a.

attrition, has resulted in the deficit.
Copeland
states .that this
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four-yea-
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operating . expenses i because
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inability to absorb the decrease in
enrollment is because the college
b - deliberately .setting out to
stabilize the freshman class arid
has been reducing the number of
freshmen being admitted. , This
--

-

decision to stabilize the freshman
class - was made : purely for
educational reasons. His concern .
'
is for the quality of education and
the quality of students to be
preserved
and if this means
keeping the enrollment down,
then that's .what will be done. "
s decision is in

step, .without allowance r for

-

budget consists of an operating
i
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to forty. The doctor attributes the
success of the program to its staff,
whom she ' feels "makes the
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building run."
'
If driven to the point of actually
having to employ another doctor,
' President Copeland hopes to find
one who will realize that the role of
.
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lysiuai
m
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. . tmr ...ait.
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measured "in terms of money."
He, too, seems pessimistic about
the prospect of finding a physician

and an old larmnouse.. i ney aiso
medical projects.
have short-ter1 1
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well-bein-

campus."
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its students, faculty and
' administration, whom she credits
:

credentials as Dr. Startzman."
Copeland has approved the
recommendation, concluding that
"despite the expense," Hygeia is
"important to the
of the

alternatives ' and comparing

Wooster's system with those of
other schools, the recommendation which the committee finally
submitted to President Cope land
suggested that if at all possible the
College should attempt to
"continue with the same level of

can find a

if they

service

physician with the same

,

to stop systematic
21, 1978
discrimination against women in
their athletic programs.
Now, however, an accusing
finger has been pointed at the
federal government itself. Last
week the U.S. Dept. of Justice
blamed the failure of many schools
'
to comply with Title IX on other '
federal agencies' failure to enforce
the ban on sex discrimination.
- Stewart Onegfia,' head of a
Justice task force studying sex
, discrimination, reminded a news
conference here that it took the

U.S. Dept. of Health, Education,

and Welfare (HEW) a full three
years to even publish its Title IX

regulations The U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture is the only other
federal agency to publish such
regulations. '
The result, Oneglia said, is that
"most agencies don't even know
they have Title IX responsibilities,
and most have not surveyed
to sec if they do."
,
Even when they do know their
responsibilities, Oneglia claimed,
cont'd, cm ps. 2
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An Issue Yet Unresolved:
Feminism
Here
at Wo osteryet
The
and

he
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its underlying perspective have

issues regarding feminism

.

f

to be resolved here at the College, and in American society as a whole.
This is due, to a large extent, to the rash of misconceptions and fallacies
that surround the entire notion of feminism.
Being a feminist implies several things. It implies that one be truly
committed to the notion of equality. We, as a nation, have incorporated
this idea into our national character. Yet, one does not need to elaborate
on the miscarriages and violations of this basic American belief that
occurs almost daily: job discrimination, sexual harassment on the job,
and unequal pay practices, all based on one's gender. Feminism does not
imply radicalism. A feminist is not a "bra burner,' or a "uppity woman's
libber." What a feminist is, rather, is someone who believes in, and
upholds, the basic equality of humanity. Feminism attempts to transcend
inhibitions we encounter, and instead, encourage an
the
. acceptance of the fact that the individualism we aD, men and women
alike, possess, reinforces the equality we share.
Sadly, feminism in theory differs from feminism in practice. A lack of
seriousness and committment to feminism is too often found. On the
part of men, it is viewed as something threatening, while too many
women see it as something not entirely necessary. What is needed is a
perceptual and attitudinal overhaul. This could be facilitated by an
expansion of the Women's Studies Department. As it exists presently,
the Women's Studies Department consists of seven courses. No major is
offered in Women's Studies, only a minor. Of these seven offered
courses, only two really address themselves to the problems and.
issues women face in contemporary society. This is antithetical to the
liberal arts tradition this College so fiercely adheres to.
- As Florence Howe noted, women have not been treated with the
respect and equality to which they are entitled. This forces feminism to
go one step further in its attempts to enlighten and correct the
misconceptions surrounding it. A feminist perspective should be at the To the Student Body:
Are you at all concerned about
foundation of this College s liberal arts tradition. To say that it is a timely
issue does not do the seriousness of it justice. It demands serious, ' the present visitation policy? We
committed attention, and eventually, acceptance on the part of this are, too, and we think something
can be done about it Rather than
College community.
GAS. sit by idly and let our President
--

gender-oriente-

d

Letters to the Editor

Visitation Actios! Advocated
believe that we accept his decision
on Visitation, we as a concerned
group are asking you as members
of the student body to help. Until
the present system is changed, we
as a staff, are required to enforce
visitation policies as they now
stand. We are asking for your
support in helping to change this

-

Tuition Increases Compared
1

.tne iyo--y
scnooi year were:
Univ. of Vermont ($5621), Cornell
($5450), Univ. of New Hampshire
($5080), Temple ($4870), Univ. of

charges for residents is $2221 and
.
$3406 for
The ten schools with the highest
total resident charges were: Cornell Wisconsin-Milwauke- e
($4747),
($4123), Temple ($3480), Univ. of Univ. of Calif om
Diego
Vermont ($3186), Univ. of Pttts- - ($4622). Univ. of Pittsburgh
burah (S3174), Univ. of Colorado
($4584). Univ. of California-Irvine($3051). Unfv. of Rhode Island "($4533), Unlv; of California-Sant($2979), Ohio State ($2967),
Cruz ($4522), and . Univ. of
Penn State ($2934), Univ. of California-Berkele($4511).
Cincinnati ($2874). and
The schools with the ten lowest
Sciences ($2792).
The ten schools with the lowest
resident charges were: Univ. of
Puerto Rico ($1370), Tennessee
In an effort td acknowledge
St University ($1528), Univ. of outstanding student papers,' the'
Arkansas-PinBluff ($1553), Univ.
College will publish the Wooster
of Texas-- Paso ($1561), College Anthology, beginning next
of the Virgin Islands ($1594),
quarter. The anthology will be
Alcorn St.. Univ. ($1600), Kencomprised of faculty submitted
tucky St Univ. ($1608), Alabama
papers covering aD academic
A&M($1660), Delaware .St Coldisciplines, with the only criteria
lege ($1665), and Texas Tech
being that papers be well written.
($1672).,
Sponsored and funded by the
The study also had rankings for Learning Center's Reading and
' total
charges. The Writing Lab, the anthology will
. schools with the highest rates for
come out twice a year. Papers will
-

non-resident- s.
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SUNY-Environment- al

.

total charges for

non-reside-

were: Alabama ..' A&M
($1940), Univ. of Arkansas-Pin- e
Bluff ($2183), College . of the
Virgin Islands ($2194), Univ of
Delaware

($2313),

e
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be submitted by faculty members
to a panel of three judges, faculty
members from the humanities,
natural sciences, and social
sciences, and they will determine
which papers will- be published.
Any student wishing to have a
paper submitted for consideration
need only " request a faculty
member to sponsor it.'
The intent here is to stimulate
an interest in writing, as well as to
give a nod of recognition to
-
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Jenny Reed
John Rosenbluth
Graham Newson
Etta McGary
Robin Tyler
Peggy Shane
Amy Havener
Jim Zuberbuhler
Carol Skowran
Ah Seng Choo
Jon Peterson
Steve Crawford
Tim Kerr
Pat Sweeney
RA of Miller Manor
Lucille Teichert

-

'

"

Cindy Weiler
Bobbi Douglas
Judy Simmons
Jay Keller

...
letter.
a) in agreement with a . new
visitation system allowing a 24rv
hour option.
'
b) in support of their son(s) or
daughters) ability to , make a
decision on this matter.
c) declaring that they don't fully
understand the implications and
would like to know more about the
' " .
problem.
2) YOU, yourself, write a letter to
the President expressing your
opinion. Be blunt, concise; and
clear. Support your opinion.
Obviously, positive support
;- -

College ($2325),
Alcorn St . Univ. ($2375), Kei
Univ. ($2378), Southern
tucky
Univ. ($2382), Tennessee St Univ
($2404), and Univ. of Texas-E- l
- .
Paso ($2421).

Anthology Publishes Student Papers
.

--

"
V:
;S
Dave Harmon

Bruce Gray
Barb McBride

policy.'
Today is the last day of class and
you will soon be going home. We
urge you over venter break to do
one or more of the following: ' j..
1) Ask your parents to write a
'

dents

Arkansas-Fayettevill-

"
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nt

believe that the problem exists
only in our minds.
;

.

cont'd, from pg.

would be a visible indication to the
President that there is still a need
for change. If there is no visible
support of this, we will be led to

"
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Deficit Explained

cont'd, from pg.

leave replacements. The

1

trying to prepare Wooster for it Educational Policy Committee will
He is adamant about maintaining uixiuc wikic umjats iul3 ai c ixj
quality.
made. Copeland thinks we have a
deserving; students. Further
In response to how the deficit "big cushion" if one looks at the
questions should be directed to will affect cuts in faculty
WOOSTER VOICE
multiple sections f of standard
Bonnie Stevens of the Learning .curricula, Copeland asserts and. offerings and does not see a
that
PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE Center, whose office is located in
the only reduction in the size of the . problem in cutting some of those
pTUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER. Opinions exorcised
the
basement
of
Babcock.
faculty will be in not hiring some courses in light of the fact that .:
"editorials and features are thoM of the staff alone, and should not be construed as
fewer freshmen than generally r
representative of admrust ration policy.
CUV .WUM
ine WOOSTER VOICE welcomes al signed letters to the Editor from
lone li
Istudentt, faculty, administrator!, subscribers, and members of the or eater
:
admitted.
Graduating
.
college
seniors,
works
with
local
colleges,
career
Wooster community. AD correspondence mav be addressed to WOOSTFR
new graduates and graduate training schools and work
IVUlCfc, Box 3187. The College of Wooster. Ohio 44691
:'
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association students are invited to apply for placements. Trainees "live-in- " and
PreProfessional receive training and supervised
and the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are now $6.50 per year the "live-in- "
cont'd, from pg. .'
Resident Advisor
nor a secona ciass suoscnption and J.i0 per year for first class.
Counselor experience - in supportive
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowrv Center. Room G-- Traineeships'-offereat the counseling and milieu therapy; "inoffiruwi i strtA mrtfi icirtn" Kae
iy. iciepnone: izio) zm- - IZ34. extension 433.
CAREER HOUSE Unit of the crisis intervention,
characterized most enforcement
residential
;.
'
:
STAFF
Ci
J: : ;
Devereux Foundation in treatment, social rehabilitation
f
"Kornnrl-rlAci. . . Doug Pinkham
c
Suburban Philadelphia, a and recreation therapy, and report Hon tvnirallu ha
Associate Editors:
multidisciplinary residential and writing. They participate in case status of enforcement priorities.'
News....;;
GregStolcis
day care treatment and conferences and attend clinical
Feature.
. . Saorina Johnson
seminars. Experience may also be
rehabilitation center.
Sports . .
JimWilkins
that President Carter issue two
offered in psychoeducational and
Photography . . .
. . i . . Amy Sancetta
executive
orders. One would out
Several twelve-montResident vocational evaluations, selective;
Mary Ann Woodie
Production Mai lager
job
"placements,
Advertising Manager
. ... CincfiMeister AdvisorCounselor Traineeships
educational
Civil Rights Act of 1964, thus
'. . . ; . Anne Beever
Circulation Manager
are available at CAREER HOUSE, therapy and academic tutoring.! rthe
eliminating much of the confusion
(Copy Editor
'
.....Lori Carbon an innovative, transitional, co-e' '
.. "
Information
.
over federal responsibility ; for'
Assistant Editors:
residential treatment therapeutic applications are available from and
Dr. stopping sex discrimination. The
Feature
.
Martha Oeschj
......
Henry Piatt, Director, Devereux other would give the Justice
facility for
"
Sports..-- .
:
i DanHunterl education
Photography . . ,
Greg Tonian, John WaLshl school youth with learning and Foundation,
Career House,'
Devon, Pa. 19333.
Reporting Staff: Dan Harkins, Diama Trover. Cathy Garriaus. Louise A. BiumJ adjustment problems, which
enforce the programs.
iShgt Staatsen, Manx Speny, Carolyn Selby, Kevin Kilcomrnons, Brenda LugerJ
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'Pirofolem
attention is drawn to the main
character.
After leaving the play, one is left
with the questionD "What was the
point of the whole thing?" The
meetings Dean has while in Cleveland are about as meaningful as
the encounters one has while
standing in .the Lowry Center
kinch line. The people he meets in
Cleveland and the ensuing short,
but melodramatic expositions of
these stereotypical characters seem
to have no relevance to the play;
which is why the play seems to
have no relevance itself. How trite
to meet so many of the different
ethnic groups In one day!
Also, the plot of the play seems
to have no direction which is
perhaps due to the fact that the
two main forces of the play, the

by Mark Thomas

x

Despite some fine acting and
some Interesting set Innovations,
the play So Far So Good, by Ebug:
Slobodien, is more" of a tragedy
than the original comedy it was
'
billed as. '
: The play depicts the encounters :
a College of Wooster student has
while looking for an apartment in
the" Cleveland area. Dean, the .
main character of the story played
- by Eric Taylor,
meets up with a
police woman, a cashier, a poor
Italian couple struggling to run a
bar, two blacks in a laundromat, an
old orthodox jewish couple, and a
young bachelor from whom he
finally rents his apartment The
play devotes itself entirely to these
encounters, and yet too much
,

"

college student and the people he
meets, fight each other for the
audience's attention throughout
the entire story. For example the
charac-te- r
. audience follows the main
into a bar run by the Italian
' couple to make
a phone call, and'
.just as the plight of the struggling
developing, Dean
is
Italians
finishes his call and leaves the bar,
" thus tearing the audience and the
- direction of the plot away on a
totally different tangent What was
the relevance of the encounter if it
didn't really affect Dean or the
-- ' audience?
.
The whole story continues on it's
awkward path until the student
.finally finds his apartment-an- d
then the play is over. Bang. What
happened? Perhaps the comedy of
the play lies in Deans' obnoxious
.

-
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"
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Plea tbMelocate Ride Board
by Amy Havener

;

each trying to attract attention to
the wall opposite Lowry Center's
Post Office. Papers overlap in the

,

t "Florida," "Needed, , wanted,
and otherwise desired: a ride to limited wall space: "Oklahoma" is
;
Washington, D.C.," "Attention
obscured behind "Cleveland."
"Wanted," "Please." "I need a
Next door to LC 120, a wooden
ride" is the message cried ' in ' travel board, neatly organized into
different words, in all colors, on U.S. and Ohio areas, hangs largely
paper of all shapes and sizes
forgotten.' Stacks of yellow cards.

represent rides needed; six green
cards advertise "riders wanted"
The board is seldom checked; the
stacks grow dusty. .
Last year, COWs ride board,
consisting of large maps of the
U.S. and Ohio divided into ride

:

Winter Films

Jan. 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 6.
Jan. 1213
Jan. 19
Jan. 20
Jan. 22 Jan. 23
--

Jan. 24

V

r

Jan. 25
Jan. 26
Jan. 27

Feb.23

:

...

75

.............

75C

......

...

......$1.00

$1.00
75

........

....

The Turning Point....

;..

4jl'i

Rocco and His Brothers".
The Battle of Algiers
The Conformist ....

..........

.....FREE

... .....

...

8

Feb. 9 ;
Feb. 10
Feb. 16

....... .75

The Eiger Sanction
The Fantastic Animation FUm Festival
A Man for AS Seasons . . .
. .'.
. .'.
The Goodbye Girl. .
The Rocky Horror Picture Show . .
Five Easy Pieces
Children of Paradise.
The Fire Within
.. .
.. .

FREE
FREE
FREE

....... .75
75

....

$1.00

......$1.00

Wizards
King of Hearts

........ 75
...........
75
Sounder , .
75
Scoff Joplin .'. . ... .................
Feb. 17
...... $1.00
Feb. 2324 The Spy Who Loved Me... i'.. .
March 2 ' Cabaret . ...2. ...... ........ ......'.. ......$1.00
Slaughterhouse Five ................... ....;...75
3
.

March

January 22 through January 27 uAB be "Foreign Film Week."

cn'c

343 EXOWMAri ST.
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o Vegetarian Dinners Served

Our specials: Fresh salads Eplant sandwiches
Tacos Soy burgers
Avacados
teas
Herbal
Smoothies and juices
-

o We have meat, tool
Come see us at
131 N. Market

.

or Call us at
264-476- 7

OLD TIME f.'.OVIES
ARE STILL ALIVE!

Women's

M:-

AND SHOWING IN

17003TE3
TTF

Moreh7-2I.W- 8

including cotton rfanim flares with button front
or zipper stylos.

Course credit offered
See Dr. Shutz
.

POSt CLUB MEETINGS, PARTUS. ETC
FUN FOR ALL AGES
-

1

LOK5CN SHOW TOU8

;::CALL:-i-

0-535-6-

ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN

Fusnichingc

:--

"

TENTH ANNUAL

264-G5- 05

.

:.

i
Convenience
tfceCoHes
off
Just
Campus -- For ALL ;
Your Trsrsf Inciifries

.

Call Collect

CloShing

'For Your..;

'

.

Market St.

513 W.

COMPLETE STOCKS

Consultant

adN

AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC

Friday Nights HO 9.

f Flair Travel

.

Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential

Stan Hours: Won. thru Tftsir. t:t3 to 5:J0

Beautiful ?Oj

-

Clinic

:

.

inter-relatio-

Safe and Gentle
Akron's Most Experienced

areas, changed locations.

Previously located on the wall
opposite the post office mail slots,
the ride board was readily visible.
Now, the board is obscurely
placed in the Lowry hallway
behind the bookstore.
: Many upperclassmen
do not
'
know whether the ride board was
relocated or discarded. Freshmen
have never heard of the travel
board although they are aware
of. ride, notices posted, at the
board's bid location. As students
who remember the board's
existence, graduate, how often w'b
people needing rides use the ride
board?
- Not often. Instead, they will sift
through the ride notices they see
opposite the post office.
Why allow a jumble of scrap
paper when an efficient travel
board, "courtesy of LCB," te
available? Restore the travel board
to its previous prominent position,
and maybe well all make it home.

wrote and directed the play himself. One must also respect Slobo- dien for having the courage to
display something which is so
obviously his creation.
The fault of the play then, does
not lie in the acting or direction, but
it lies in the script, the story itself
which was not very successful I do
not see how an audience could be
impressed with a story in which the
main character, and all the characters for the matter, went through
no change either physically or
mentally throughout the entire
production. What theme can be
developed with a group of static
characters? Slobodien should have
written a script Including more
development of both the characr
hips.
ters and "their
Perhaps Slobodien should nave
written a different play completely,
as the story's depiction of the every
day. occurence of looking for an
apartment verges on being

ABORTION
Hp Thru 14 Weeks

A

Keep America

'-

ignorance of everybody's problems
but his own.
The character of Dean himself
was quite obnoxious, and the rest
.of the characters left me with the
feeling that I had seen them
sometime before in another play or
movie. However, it must be said
that although the characters of the
play seem somewhat redundant,
the actors themselves appear to
have put a tremendous amount of
effort into the roles they were
given. ' Slobodien's use of two
actors in many divers roles was
interesting in that it helped demonstrate the fine versatility of Lee
Merrill's and Vernon Wyley's performances. Eric Taylor was also
very consistent in the lead role.
Basically, the play So Far So
Good did contain some good
ideas. The actors seem to have put
a lot of effort into their parts, and
Doug Slobodien must have put an
especially great amount of time'
into the production as he both

NICKELODECM SLIDES e FEATURES
NEWSRIELS CARTOONS

INDIVIDUAL SCREENINGS AVAILABLE
roa somi rxiL
r-im.

CONTACT

vo.J

:ir.

Coed Ksrcfjsnfiso
Our Coshes end Ftsssurs Cneo 1571
.

asoavtoH.lVeffer
Pfc.S4-2374f- tr

f.
1

.

,

!
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Treadwell

-.

-

,

by Martha Oesch

'.

"I love to make people laugh. It's
such a nice feeling to know that an
-

'

-

-

iv
J

--

.

dinner' and ' community ' an internship with the Great Lakes
theater around thejCleveland area . Shakespeare Festival, managing
during the summers. After high the; box office.. Based in
school, Dan attended OSU for less Lakewood, . Ohio, the' GLSF
than a year-anthen decided to toured throughout Ohio, including :
stay out of school and work, - Wooster, ' giving performances.
supporting himself by ' doing Dan hopes that his contacts with
among other things, dinner GLSF will help him break into ,
professional theater once out of
.'
theater.
doing

v

audience has come and that you,
as- an actor, have helped them
forget their problems,'' says senior
' speech major Dan TreadweH.
A
veteran actor of the Wooster
stage, Dan has performed in nine
plays at the college, the last of
which he played the lead of Ekvood
P. Dowd in "Harvey.
His actingcr edits at the college
' include such plays as 'Dracula',
The Flies', "ScapinoY 'Cyrano,
"Star Spangled Guf and 'House of
Blue Leaves'. In all these plays he'
has had either of supporting role
or a lead, except in The Most
Happy Fella," in which he was a
dancer. Actively involved behind
the stage as well as on it, Dan was
an assistant director for 'Raisin in
the Sun' and has done technical
work with lighting and scenery.
Not ' always such a ' willing
participant in the theater, Dan
recalls his first acting experience
when he had to be talked into
taking over the lead in his high
school production of 'Mouse
Trap', when the leads dropped
out. After; that Dan quickly
became involved in the theater.

d

"

:

.

:

-

"

--

:

college.

-

'

7
Dinner theater provided a
:
Dan wQLhave the chance to
marked contrast to the previous 'work with musical theater, his"..
type of , acting he had been ; prime interest,
this winter quarter
accustomed to. The audience ; when he directs "You're a Good
- was usually
drunk and thus, it was ' Man Charlie Brown." "I've always ;
a much freer and looser loved the show,"
says Dan, The
atmosphere. It made ad libbing a nice thing about it is that
it's not
lot easier," explains Dan, adding
"Usually I like to stick to the script about lime kids, but small adults Jt
deals with the human things that
and what the director wants. I everyone does
and conveys ajot
realize I'm not a playwright."
humanity..
about
Both little kids
Although ; acting is deeply
and
adults
can
come
and enjoy it
gratifying for Dan, he doesn't see it
different levels."-.- on
as a career possibility. Dan, who
prefers doing comedy' to drama,
The cast includes Allen Gasser.
says "I had always thought I would as Charlie" Brown, Bunny McKee
go into acting. But what I went as Lucy, and David Underwood as
through preparing for and doing ; Linus. Portraying Linus, Patty and
my dramatic role in "House of Blue Schroeder respectively are. Bill
Leaves" was so - emotionaDy,: Todia, Karen McCartney and Bob ;
draining that I realized I couldn't ' Wallenberg. Also working with ,
do that forever." However, the Dan on the production are Mimi
business end of theater is what " Hedges and Scott Peterle, set ,
Dan would like to pursue as a: designers; Mary Edson, lighting;
career. This past summer he had ; nd .Liz Barker, costumes: .
-

.

V,;

'.

--

"

--

:.

program is incidental to the living
experience.". ;
".
M,iivviMij wis. ii cuuuiuvil ai

Scheduled to play the last week of
January in . Shoolroy theater,
"Charlie Brown" will be done as
in the round. ...

';

three-quarter- s

.

-

Wooster,

"

Dan feels, "The

emphasis placed on involvement
up and beyond academics is an
"excellent aspect of the college. I

- Commenting
on his three-yea- r
residency in Douglass Humanities
dorm, Dan says, "Co-edorms . like the. rigidly academic
are so much more, realistic. In atmosphere.
I like to know what's
Douglass there is something there ' expected of me, but still have the
that is '. uniting. However, the ; freedom to do what I want to do."
.

d

--

r

--

-

--

--

-
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-
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--

.
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-
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Manir
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Dan TreadwelL a senior speech major, is planning to pursue a
career in the business end of theatre. Photo by Greg Toman. .
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Clo ses for Harriers

-

urn.

:

established himself as a top runner seventh out of 13 teams.
withstand the ups and downs, the' unavoidable part of any
in the Ohio Conference by winning
' thrills and chills that ' are "
an ' rollercoaster ride.
: season officially came to an end
Pavlovitch placed fifteenth and
the first two of those three meets.
' Saturday as the Scots' only Then came that point "in the Metz and Johns both ran well, but
John
representative in" the NCAA rollercoaster ride where the less the Scots three
Division EI Midwest - regional, - : hardy get that sinking feeling in the Carwile,- - Jeff Pepper anor Jim
races. ;
freshman - Joey Pavlovitch, pit of their stomachs. In their final Wilkins, all had sub-pa- r
"As a team we didn't have a
finished 27th out of 105 runners. -; home, meet of the year the Scots
'
'
During the course of the season .0 put together their finest team race; i good race so' our finish was
e
Bean
"Yet
said.
by
yet
got
blitzed
the Sec is experienced more tips
v
.
' k':;. overall we had an ' amazingly
and downs and twists and turns '
; '. y
'
B-.'
difficult
for successful season."
loss was
than even the best of "The
r
people did a
"Our
roDercoasters, yet like any good the guys to accept because they
rpDercoaster ride the team had its iV had run so well," Bean said. "The tremendous job in filling the gaps,"
fact is
had an Exceptional Bean said, "and without them it's
share of thrilling moments. From the outset coach Jim team and also had one of its best hard to conceive of us still having
'
an
record."
""" ,"
Bean knew he was faced with a -' days." ' '
.
Perhaps as a psychological ; For their efforts, Pavlovitch,
.
'y real challenge Five of
loss the Metz and Johns all earned their
: seven
r unners from an afteraffect of the B-". outstanding 1977 squad
had been team reached the low point of the first varsity cross country letters.
meet the Seniors Bruce Gamble and Jim
Z ; lost to graduation or transfer so season in the
( there were plenty of gaps to fifl.' : following Saturday. The team ', Webster, neither of whom had
competed in college cross country
It was the arrival of three finished sixteenth out of 26.
The final stretch of the ride had prior "to this year, both earned
promising freshmen. Pavlovitch. John Metz and John Johns that - several unexpected twists for the their varsity letter. Seniors Dan
George Chambers
- buoyed Bean's optimism
for. a Scots.: Early in the season senior Hunter-anj."r good season.
. vs.:;
Jeff Pepper was received their second varsity
Then came - the Scots first running better than at any time in letter. Carwile earned his third
downhill plunge. The team opened I his college career but by the All- - letter while Pepper and Wilkins
the season- with their annual Ohio meet a back injury and a lettered for the fourth year. "The leadership of my tri-destruction at the hands of Ohio virus had slowed him considerably
' captains was an important part of
and dropped him to fifth man on
Northern, this year by a
'. the team.
our season," Bean said. "We had
score.
""V
''-Meanwhile ' Bean's freshmen our high points and low points and
"We did not run well against.:
Ohio Northern," Bean said as he - were starting to come on strong. with so many freshmen on the
.
looked back over the season, "but Pavlovitch captured top individual team we needed the leadership of
I still believed we were capable of a : honors in the. Scots
win the captains to keep bouncing
'
-: "over Heidelbergand Walsh while back.
;
good season.":
-"
"We:,
really
'. worked
at
Bean's' faith was reaffirmed at John Johns and John Metz were
- "the
developing a ' team concept of
;
Ohio Conference cross . tied for sixth, v
"Joey established himself fairly running and though we were not
country relays where the host
.early in the year," Bean said, "But totally successful we moved in the
V Scotsfinished fifth, their best finish
'.
since 1973. The tandem of junior" it took Metz and Johns a while to. right direction."
Next year Bean wH be on leave
race. Once
-- triaptain ' John ' Carwile r and ; adjust to the
Pavlovitch paced the team with a they did they really performed in France, but whoever inherits his
.V ;
well." :
. ninth place finish.
i coaching job will have a' solid
'
7 " In: the week before fhe Ohio "tiucteus on which
We
point
the'
in the season
rf. At that
'
.r
Scots began. . doing what a Conference . championship the ' slipped" to seventh ihNT the
conference this year and we want
r'i rollercoaster' does best t coast.. " Scots finished third in a
meet at Denison. For most of the to start moving , back up next
: The Scots "coasted" . through
- roller year," Bean said.
team ,J; the : season-lonwins against
Freshman Joey Pavlovitch was the lone Scot to compete in the
; three successive
If next year is anything like this
coaster ride came to a screeching
. Kenyon, Oberlin and Kenyon and
NCAA Division III Midwest regional meet, finishing in 27th
.halt at the conference meet when one, the Scots' new coach had place. Photo by David Koppenhaver.
then Muskingum.- - SS
In "the, process Carwilr V the team finished a disappointing better bea hardy soul prepared to

The College of Wooster cross
- country team's rollercoaster-like

,
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Fifth in Stcrte

iS$ffiter&Place
by Deb Berg

'

week ' prior

,'

Scotties had a few difficulties at the

-

15-1- 3,

2.

super-spike-

.

.

4-1-5,

3-1- 5.

:.'
3-1- 5

,.

1

--

12-1- 5,

.

15-1- 7.

12-1- 5.

V

13-1- 5,

margin.
This past weekend the Scotties

15,

8-1- 5

-

.

traveled to Ohio Northern

-

University for the Ohio Small;
College State Tournament with a
"
record in hand. Wooster
ended up playing a supporting role
in the annual Dayton and Mount
' '
St. Joseph show.
14-6-

-

"

;

i

"

J

i

n

'

'

"

.

Sophomore Amy TToffman readies to spike in quarter-fina- l
tournament action against Mount St Joseph. The voSeybaS team
'
finished the season with a 17-- 8 record. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
n di i.,t,v..;,-'.tffitLi- t

:

15-1- 2,

4-1-5,

Thursday rright
Wooster opened pool play against
the first of - three bra'cket
opponents. The Scotties played
weB in their easy

fourth-seede-

15-3,15-

d

victory

-7

matches"" in the words of the MSJ
They eliminated Wooster
fronv, further competition with
and
ease, winning.
putting Wooster in a
tie
for fifth place.
The Mountees went on to beat a
scrappy ONU team, in a tough
l
while. Dayton breezed
past all of its opponents as the two
teams continued on their collision
course toward the finals.
Apparently the wear and tear
x
during the tourney took its toll
from MSJ as the Mountees were
defeated in three straight matches
- in
the exciting and deceptively
, tight finale. Dayton appeared to be
and strong
too
hitting for anyone to handle this '
year. ..
Fortunately Wooster did not
' have to return home in total
'despair as Laura Page was named
to the first annual

to state start, but began, to serve . coach.

The
tournaments last weekend, the extremely tough and went on to
15-.
Scottie volleyball squad had a win
The same evening the Scotties
preview of the top two volleyball
powers in the state when they went into their match with
r
traveled to Cincinnati to take on Ashland without
Page
suffered
who
a
had
Laura
the College of Mount St. .Joseph
mild
separation
just
prior
'
shoulder
.""
'
. o
and Dayton.
match in warnv
Wooster. opened the day by to the start of the
'
"
"-- f.
,ups.
being blasted off the court by'
of
their captain,'
With the loss
Dayton,
The second
match against the third place team ' the Scotties appeared unsure in
in the nation last year, Mount St. the first game; losing it by a
'
';'
'Joseph, was much closer, the margin.
Jim
Collier then
Wooster
coach
Scotties giving the Mountees a
agreed to put Page back in the linescare before succumbing.
up and the Scotties played tougher
baO but still came up short losing
.;. The following Monday Wooster
Denison o
r took on Kenyon and host
n two rather unspectacular ' The resulting second place
finish - in their pool qualified
matches, defeating Kenyon
:
and Denison by a 12-- Wooster for further play Saturday
1

over Wittenberg.' - Friday Wooster returned to the
floor .to- - take on Capital. The
'-

.

.

5-1- 5

1-1- 5,

four-wa- y

.

semi-fina-

.

well-balance- d,

.

-

.

morning against Defiance.
but
With Page still in the line-uunable to dive for balls, the Team despite being greatly
Scotties won despite a final charge hindered, by her shoulder, injury
by Defiance, pulling out the match throughout most of the weekend.
with the scores of 15-The Scotties were now in the
quarter-final- s
and slated to face '
defending state and regional
champion Mount St. Joseph.'
Wooster's hopes were high after
the previous weekend's match,
put a Scottie victory was not
meant to be. "
The ' Mountees ; picked this
occasion to "play the best ball they
had played in their last twenty
All-Tourname-

p

.

3,

15-1- 3.

--

.

--

.

nt
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by Hank Sperry

that Wooster received at "the
hands of Wittenberg threw the
Scots into a taHspin which lasted
the rest of the year. The Scots
managed only one win in the next
four outings. The
was last week's season ending 10--

--

For the College of Wooster
Fighting Scots, the 1978 football
season could probably be summed
up as. The year of the Scot that
wasn't". Earlier this year the Scots
were flying high on the wings of an
eight game winning streak and a 5-0 season record. All was bliss until
the Scots soared into Wittenberg
Stadium on October 21 for a
crucial dogfight with the likewise
uncWeated Tigers. The
blitz
28-1- 4

finat-casualt-

y

7

".

--

The Women's Varsity Swim
Team finished third in their small

college championships

c-sJ-

n

crash at the hands of the Ohio period was more of the same until
Northern's Gene Kubbs kicked a
Northern Polar Bears in Ada.
field goal with just 14
sluggishly.
.
Both teams started
After Kevin Lynch's opening seconds left in the half. The teams
kickoff , the ball was exchanged six went into the lockerroom with
times without benefit of a score in Northern holding onto a
lead.
the first quarter. The second precarious
--

19-yar-

.

d

3-- 0

last

nct

i
i

If

Saturday in Oberlin. Kenyon was
victorious for the third year in a
row and Ohio Wesleyan came on
strong to grab second. The Scotties were . lead by
freshman Nancy Keiter who set
school records in aH five of her
events. Keiter won the 50 and 100
breaststroke events and - set
championship
records in the
process. She also placed second in
the 200 individual medley and the
500 freestyle and joined with Anne
Howes, Brenda Luger and K.C.
Clark to finish fourth in the 200

McGarry

-

.

23-yar-

qualification. The nationals will be
in Reno, Nevada on the weekend
of March 8.
Diver Amy McClumpha broke
her school record off the three
meter board as she placed third in
that event. Amy also took a
second place off the one meter

d

.

.

12-ya-

rd

al

-

0

--

.

24-yar-

12-yar-

--

d

d

;

23-yar-

Coach Nan Nichols was

d

"

.

extremely pleased with her team's
performance saying, "We swam
well and had a good day." The girls
improved their times in almost
every event to show the strength
that brought about a
reason
record.
7-- 1

7

--

2

4
r-

w

-

C7!U
T

For the next two weeks (maybe more) nightly
and
matinee thia Sunday. Please be prepared to
u TrV
7.-0-0

can help you with one of our

many
t your
X

, ,
'

The key to having money!

I later is with saving' now. Wei

A

savings plans. Let
money grow so it can
unlock tomorrow, r

AND

$1.50 Midnight Fri. & Sat. $1.50
A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

Fint

Federal,

Sar ingw A Loam Association
of Woouer '
1 812 CUvrlond Road

Freshman Pete Stamatis leaps for a pass in Saturday's loss to
,...-- .
Ohio Northern. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

Predictions Made

The College of Wooster.

team to beat by both groups. The

Fighting Scots should be right in
the thick of the Ohio Conference

264712

.

Tigers received 15 of 21 first place
votes from the media and nine of
' 13 from the coaches. Coach Dave
,
Grube's Capital Crusaders are.
solid selections for runners-u- p
in
both polls. .

basketball chase
i according
to the
coaches

this year,
conference
and media representa
'

s

a.

m
OS--

IP
O

m m m

Grace's Vine
Shoppo
243 W. North SlrMt

'

tives.

,-

-;

At yesterday's annual preseason press huddle in Columbus,
the Scots were picked for third by
the coaches and fourth by. the

media.
Wittenberg was tabbed as the
'

171

3

PKio'o Pec!:
20TH CENTURY-FO-

X

PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

IN TK2 HASASA IXU

-:

.

.

Heidelberg, which will start
possibly the tallest team in OAC
history, was an even pick with
Wcoster, finishing third on the
coaches' poll and fourth from the
media. Otterbein was picked for
fifth on both ballots.
The media speculated that
Wittenberg would top Wooster for
the conference tournament title,
while the coaches said it would be
the Tigers over Heidelberg. :
--

When you get dug oof, come on down.
lot's of new goodies!

.

"

"

for national

freestyle relay.

.1

d

W-O- .r

board.
Other team members who
Team Captain K.C. Clark won placed within the top twelve
the 50 backstroke in. a finishers were Anne Howes,
championship record time and Audrey Vaughn, Brenda Luger,
then went on to set a school Nancy Jo McMillan Deb Allenby,
record in the 100 backstroke, Julie Fair, Deb ParneH, Carrie
finishing third in the event
Keegan, and Johanna Scheffler.

'!

who scored the

touchdown with a brilliant
sprint. Kubbs' kick was good, and
Ohio Northern had increased its
lead to
v
"
- Following the ensuing
kickoff,
the Scots started a comeback
drive at their own
line and
drove 65 yards to the Polar Bear 7
before penalties and butterfingers
combined forces to halt the ,
Woosterites. Northern took over
at their own
line.
The-finquarter of football for 'l
1978 started for the Scots, which ,
meant they had exactly fifteen
minutes to overcome Northern's
10-edge. Rich Leone seemed to
have found the key; he started a
Wooster drive at the Scot
line with a flashy
burst,
and ended it with ebullience six
plays later with a
touchdown romp. Kevin Lynch
made the conversion and the V
score was shaved to a narrow 10-count. ".---.- .
With time winding down, the
Scots staged two more last ditch
efforts to end 1978 on a winning
note. Unfortunately, the Polar
.
.
com a. on pg. a
31-yar-

Both Clark and Keiter qualified
for the small college nationals
during the meet. Clark's 50
backstroke and Keiter's 200 LM.
and 100 breaststroke times were

good enough

The third quarter could only
spefl more trouble for the Scots.
On his first possession of the third
period, Northern quarterback
Scott Ingram guided his fellow
Polar Bears 70 yards for a score;
but the real fireworks were
provided by the aptly named Dude
.

Scotties Grab 3rd in Invitational

"
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Seniors (L to R): Dick Altman, Fred Salser, Randy Backus, Sam Dixon and George Zambie hope to carry the Scots to their third
consecutive 20 win season starting next Saturday against Calvin College.
;

;

t

Sam
eludes Fred Balser
Dixon
Dick Altman
Randy Backus
and George
Zambie
The brunt of the rebounding
chores will fall on Altman and
Van
junior Mike McCormack
Wie is hoping for help in this
department from several freshmen
including Gib Tecca, John Maiden
and Dan Reiser, all
To compensate for the team's
lack of height Van Wie plans to run
on offense and press on defense to
utilize the team's quickness.
"We ll b exerting- - because tot..'
intend to run and to full court press
three or four different ways," Van
"
Wie says.
When it cpmes to running few
do it better than Balser, Dixon and
Backus. Balser was the Scots'
second leading scorer last with with
a 14.1 average. He makes things
happen with his running and hustle
and is a good rebounder for hjs
size. Both he and Dixon were
second team last year.
"I Dixon is perhaps
the finest
ballhandler in the OAC and last
year 'averaged 11.8 points per
game. Van .Wij will.be able to
substitute Backus for Dixon with
little or no
f
in performance.
For three years now George
Zambie has been coming off the
(6-3- ),'

"

Although the football, soccer
and field hockey, equipment has
' been packed away to collect dust
for another year, not all students
have, cast athletics aside and
focused their efforts on surviving
'
finals week.'
In fact, the Scot basketball team
is feverishly preparing to open their
18th season under the direction of
Al Van Wie next Saturday at
home against Calvin College.
.Wooster . plays a ten game
schedule during the winter break.
including a game against North-Park- ,
the defending NCAA' Division in national champs. By the
rime the campus comes back to life
in January the team's prospects for
success in Ohio Conference play
will be much clearer.
;
get
back
"By the time students
well have most of the problems
solved and will be ready 'to play
some really good basketball," Van
,',
Wie says.- v Van Wie has a group of seniors
to build around which he calls, "the
finest we've ever had at Wooster,
yet he is also faced with the task of
replacing the two leading reboun- -'
OAC
ders from last year's 21-Northern Division championship
team, Wayne Allison and Kelvin '
Kostohryz. '
This will be the smallest team
I've ever had at Wooster," Van
Wie admits, "but it will also be the
quickest We will be very aggressive and an excellent shooting
v

(6-1- ),
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Scots' senior nucleus

.

.

n

Van Wie says. "Division play was
my idea and I think it's the fairest
system. Under the division system
a team had to show at home and
away that it was the best in the
.division.

n

' the court
"Any time we go on

Win

divisional

alignment and returning to the
format used prior to 1975 in which
each school plays a conference .
wide single round robin schedule- .Rather than playing each of the

.
n

(5-11- ),

Northern-Souther-

--

on the road."';';'-

-

"

well have to be ready to play,"
Van Wie says, The strength of
our conference comes from the
balance."
..
.
Wooster has been Northern
Division champ and Ohio Conference Tournament runnerup the
past two years and each year won
more than 20 games.
"The number of Division HI
colleges that have put together
20 game seasons can
back
to-bac-
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sche"With a single round-robidule, scheduling becomes an awfully big factor because it's tough to

- (Just North of ft Coloot '

NATL DENTAL BOARDS
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I was opposed to returning to
schedule,"
the single round-robi-
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its
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home-and-awa-
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be counted on one hand," Van
Wie says, " and our present group
of seniors is responsible for It. They
are a talented group and I'd really
like to see them have a fine senior
year."
So would the many Wooster
basketball fans who have grown
accustomed to supporting a big
winner. This winter they should not
be disappointed.

six other teams in the Northern
division on a
basis
the Scots play all 13 OAC schools,
six at home and seven on the road.

BEALLAVE

--

c:.2-c3:j-u.iT-G-

bench as the sixth man to spark the
Scots in key situations. Last year '
he averaged 9.9 points in this role.
Wooster's scoring potential re- ceives a shot in the arm with the
addition of junior Jim Burns )
who averaged 30 points a game'
for the junior varsity last year after
transfering from Western Kentucky. He will probably find a spot
in Van Wie's starting lineup.
Adding much needed strength
coming off the bench will be junior
Jerry Britton (64), who, like Zambie, possesses a fine outside shot,
and - sophomore Roger Orsinelli
a point man and excellent
ball handler.
"Well play nine or ten people so
a strong bench is important," Van
Wie says. "Our aggressive style will
dictate using a lot of people."
This year the OAC is scrapping

fall-of-
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'
the scrum. At the point of a rule
WJF WW
violation and depending on the
.
t
r.
t
is rasi nature of the violation, teams will
i notion rusoy m twoosier
"scrum down or get ay
very popular it may
: becoming
,
perhaps be Woosters most penalty kick.
The scrum can be considered :
misunderstood sport. Rugby's
A-'rugby's answer to hockey's face
- foreign trijn$, unfamiliar rules,
Srv) GiMmifVti
w - off as the forwards of the opposing
4.u rr
uviivii Lsat
imitv
teams bind together and try to
ervvfatArt
v- fr nii. drive
-- Tvover the ball which is on the "
often, leaves them confined.
Hopefully, a .brief description of ground between them. A team of "
' rugby's fundamentals, and a look
forwards .successfully gain
at the philosophy underlying the possession of the baD by pushing '
came ' will make this excitinc their opposing forwards off the top
international sport rnore enjoyable of it arid toeing the ball toward the
for all its spectators, novice or back of their side of the scrum.
After' possession is gamed the
.
otherwise. - :
An observant spectator will forwards can either retain the ball
notice many similarities between ' at the back of their side of the
rugby and such familiar sports as scrum and continue to drive the
forwards, backwards,
hockey, - soccer and football.
Perhaps the most obvious down the field; or they can toe the .
similarity other ' than ; rugby's ' ball out the back of the scrum to
r:..- tackling being in common with the backs.
'
The
team of .
football is rugby's soccer-lik- e
fluidity afforded by uninterrupted backs are most often the quicker,
play! Only if there is an infraction more agile ruggers adept at
ofthe rules or if the ball goes out of running with the bal Their
u itvIc u nil thurro f
responsibility is to move the baQ
a htr&alt tn t!
action. This occurs because, offensively down the field. During
unlike football, as soon as a blaver i the scrum down the backs can be
is tackled he must release the ball seen lining out diagonally and to
'
which can he nicked nn hu either the right or left of the scrum. In this
r-- rr
way as soon as the baD is released J.
team to continue play. . .
This particular element of rugby to the backs they can move down ', The intensity and physical demands of rugby are making it a popular sport among participants and
r",.
spectators alike. ::-.;;..'.- :
offers the same much of its the field as a fine stretching from
v: - :'
sideline
.;.' ,
sideline.
to
.
v
;
"una
ucui
nnse .The opposition
exuieman
team members - breaks down is called, perhaps : fundamentals hopefully will make, for "the same spots. Here rugby
hands at any moment. A rugby
an
the team moves the ball down the field will try to tackle the ball carrier and . appropriately, a "maul." Should rugby more understandable to a provides
ball
go
of
out
the
"line
sport
bounds
a
up
at
a
;
football-liktake
to
spectator
with
unfamiliar
opportunity
because
the
blocking
is
by one of three ways: running with
the ball, kicking the baD, or passing illegal in rugby, no protection is . -- out is formed. In a tine out the.; sport.' One question often asked the same time his peers,, atrueies
opposing forwards face each other" by spectators is: "why do some or
are taking up the
the ball laterally to a teammate. offered the ball carrier by his
parallel
two
in
fines
perpendicular
learning
it.
club
Wooster
and
a
athletes
choose
snort
teammates.
timing
Here
becomes
Unlike football, forward passes are
Inexperience, therefore, isn t a
important for, as was said earlier, :- to the sideline at the point where 6port, and a violent one at that,
entering
the bafl went out. The baD is then such as rugby over the other - barrier to the
running down the field who sees he the ball carrier must pass the ball
in over the heads of the school recognized sports such as' the sport and his chances at
thrown
laterally
nearby
to
a
just
teammate
IV aiAA I
I
w uivrMu vl ciaa u
two fines of forwards and they football or lacrosse?" :" , 1 ".becoming a contributing starting
Cball laterally to a nearby teammate before he
jump for h much like a basketball
UlHrk hfneftlTUl sn
Rugby offers something special " athlete on the varsity team are just
In this way the ball hopefully
sttinii
.
.I I .
IF
'
of
.It . in : as good as anyone else V
The
forwards
teant
that
ainjeres
anaI aimeies
down
field.
the
move the ball offensively down the continues
j woosier
The
'
will
ball
down
.
with
comes
pass
the
the Wooster community; ; an
field. If a rugger gets himself into a ways in which the backs move the
it
-- amazing
back
to
again
the
backs
who
are
6-- 3
e
lack of pre-- and
ball
down the field is in' no way
situation where no teammates are
hostility between opponents
available to pass it to he can kick restricted to a simple passing of ; lined out diagonally behind the :
;
' ' -- while stiU maintaining v fierce ' " cont'd, from pg. 6
the hall nuer the hoaA rJ hie the ball down the line of backs. - forward's formation., Scoring
rugby,
called a "try,
in
competition ?on the field. This . Bear defense got tough and the
charging opponents and hopefully Instead, backs also can use any of
' is made by touching th bafl down
camaraderie of opponents creates Scots weren't permitted to come
oeat them to the ball where he or. an arsenal of different weave
on the ground in the end tone
friendships and can" close. Woefully, the Scot blavers
another teammate can recover it patterns 'and plays in hopes of
(hence the.- - football term' : perhaps best be seen at the post watched
getting past the opposition and
and continue down the field.
the clock tick away and a
"touchdown"' and is worth four game rugby parties where fun and promising season had abruptly
A rugby team, consisting of heading for the goal line.
points. The bafl must touch 'the friendship override competition. come tp...The End.
"
fifteen men or women per side, is
Should play , break down
.
.
if any points are to be
ground
'
of
divided into two parts, the because a poor pass or if the bafl
Another value held high by rugby ; ; A 3 record is a good one by
scored. Much like football, after players is the - expression of most standards, but the Scots
forwards and the backs. The eight carrier is tackled it is the
try is scored an extra point
the
.
individualism found in playing an must teei a sense -- ot loss
member team of 'forwards has responsibility of the forwards to
kick is made with the point being
alternate sport and being different considering the rerrtarkable start
responsibility of gaining regain possession by again trying scored
if the baD passes through
from their other athlete friends.
possession of the ball and are to push the opposition off the top;
they had, this year and the fact that
the uprights of a goal post. Points
Perhaps the most important
usually the stronger, - bigger of the ban and toeing it back to the
is no improvement on last
backs who are lined out diagonally : can also be made during play by value offered by a rugby team to year's" identical record. Still, one
drop kicking the bafl through the ! any community is the opportunity can see the bright spots. The
forwards also partake in what is behind the forwards. This act. of
uprightsof a goal post from for a '
to become defense was tough all year. Only
perhaps the - most , unique pushing .the opposition forwards
on the field. This is , athletic in an intercollegiate sport. one team,.: Wittenberg, was
somewhere
off
top
the
of
ban
the
characteristic of the sport, mat is,
after play
worth three points. One Rugby can be learned by anyone allowed , more than two
interestirg - point is that, ' as - regardless of past sports touchdowns in a game. Coach
' opposed to football, the team mat , backgrounds. CHher established
Hollman said, "I have seen some
is scored against - must kick-of- f
team sports attract athletes with: definite progress in the football
; after a try."
: as many as ten years' experience program this year." You
canet
, This brief and incomplete
in that particular sport. A.
Hollman and his crew
Coach
that
sketch of the game and . its
realistically has very Ettle will be analyzing the problems of
chance of .becoming a starting 78 during the
t
and
member of a team with ' such preparing for the ."Year" of the
PittsburRli,
' "
experienced . athletes, competing Scot" in 1979. Avenue
IJH" THE
OF WiDC
J
r.:
'The Pizza with the Bis Secaret!
Mentioning Dr. Lswls Hellman's comparison of the lower cost of
..'
abortion to the higher cost of welfare payments, the
to Order Chese. Pepperool, Sausase.
Washington Post commented: This cost benefit analysis of human
Anchories, Peppers. Onions :
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life is completely utilitarian and inhuman and establishes 'a
frightening precedent for dealing with other social problems- .- This
is a terrible argument Its implications are monstrous."
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Obstetric risks to the mother and
risks to the baby for
pregnancy and delivery in the 15 to 17 age group is no greater than
that for women in their 20s. In fact. Dr. E.K. McArarney said at a
recent meeting of the Society of Adolescent Madicine that
pregnancy in this age woman may be even healthier for the mother
than later pregnancy.
Family Prtctic News, Fib. 1978
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